Film Studies 101: A Film Buff's Guide to Movie Movements
Phil De Semlyen, Ally Wybrew, Ian Freer
Scaling the heady peaks of auteurship and sliding down the scree slopes of wanton hackery, Empire’s
Film Studies 101 has tackled everything from the birth of cinema to the technical wizardy of great
cinematographers.
We’ve explained what a key grip does and revealed why an on-set honeywagon is a really terrible place
to look for a snack. Now it’s time for things get real – neoreal, even – with a guide to the key movements
that have defined cinema from the silent era to the present day. Don your brainiest specs and follow us
on a journey. A journey through time.
1. FRENCH IMPRESSIONISM (1918-1930)

Key filmmakers: Abel Gance, Louis Delluc, Germaine Dulac, Marcel L'Herbier, Jean Epstein
What is it? The French Impressionist filmmakers took their name from their painterly compatriots and
applied it to a 1920s boom in silent film that jolted cinema in thrilling new directions. The devastation of
World War I parlayed into films that delved into the darker corners of the human psyche and had a good
rummage about while they were there. New techniques in non-linear editing, point-of-view storytelling
and camera work abounded. Abel Gance’s Napoleon introduced the widescreen camera and even stuck
a camera operator on rollerskates to get a shot, while Marcel L'Herbier experimented with stark new
lighting styles. Directors like Gance, Germaine Dulac and Jean Epstein found valuable support from
Pathé Fréres and Leon Gaumont, France’s main production houses, in a reaction to the stifling influx of
American films.
As Empire writer and cineguru David Parkinson points out in 100 Ideas That Changed Film, the group’s
figurehead, Louis Delluc, was instrumental in the still-new art form being embraced as something apart,
artistically and geographically. “French cinema must be cinema,” he stressed. “French cinema must be
French.” And being French, it wasn’t afraid to get a little sexy if the circumstances demanded. Germaine
Dulac’s The Seashell and The Clergyman, an early step towards surrealism, gets into the head of a
lascivious priest gingering after a general’s wife in a way usually frowned on in religious circles. There’s
much leering, a fractured psyche depicted by unnerving editing, strange awake-scapes and a seashell

you definitely wouldn’t put anywhere near your ear. Like much of the movement’s output, it’s bonkers
and brilliant, with a capacity to surprise that’s barely faded.
What to watch: Fièvre (1921), The Smiling Madame Beudet (1922), The Wheel (1923), The Faithful Heart
(1923), The Seashell And The Clergyman (1928), Napoléon (1927)
What did it influence? Everything, basically. You can trace the dislocated timelines of Alain Resnais’ Last
Year at Marienbad, the cross-cutting of the French New Wave and the melancholic lyricism of Jean
Cocteau and Poetic Realists like Marcel Carné back to this avant-garde movement. Marcel L'Herbier’s El
Dorado (1921) even provided an early case study in going wildly over budget.
Trivia: Abel Gance’s The Wheel rolls in at 32 reels – cinemagoers needed to clear three evenings to see
it.
What to say: “Marcel L'Herbier worked with production designers like Alberto Cavalcanti to create a
kind of total cinema or, if you prefer, ‘Gesamtkunstwerk’.”
What not to say: “I love that one with all the water lilies.”

2. POETIC REALISM (1930-1939)

Key filmmakers: Marcel Carné, Jean Renoir, Jean Vigo, Julien Duvivier, Jean Grémillon
What is it? Is the stylishly lit film you’re watching full of jaundiced, blue collar types pining for lost love
or just a solid slug of cognac? Are they wanted by the police or, worse, down to their last few Gauloises?
Does life have nothing but hardship and despair to offer and only a quick snog with Michèle Morgan by
way of consolation? If the answer to any of these is ‘yes’, welcome to poetic realism! This was a glorious
era in French cinema that emerged from a particularly inglorious phase of French history. Imbued with
the prevailing gloom of the time, the films of “le réalisme poétique” are populated with fatalistic
figures often played by Jean Gabin, Arletty or Jean Dasté, and plucked from the pages of great writers
like Émile Zola and Leo Tolstoy or penned by writers like Jacques Prévert and Charles Spaak. Characters
like Gabin’s jewel thief Pépé Le Moko, trapped like a rat in an Algiers casbah, and Pierre Fresnay’s selfsacrificing aristocrat in Grand Illusion were emblematic of a country at odds with itself and swirling
slowly towards the plughole of another ruinous war.

The movement’s directors were a motley array, with little to thread them together beyond their artistry.
Carné was the son of a cabinet maker; Duvivier, a gifted actor himself; Jean Grémillon, a Norman with
aspirations to compose classical music; while Jean Renoir, of course, was scion of a certain Claude
Renoir who was known to paint a bit. This flowering of French cinema was abetted by a deeply talented
pool of writers, set designers, composers and movie stars, of whom the saltily sexy Gabin, a Bogart for
the boulevardiers, remains a chiselled figurehead.

What to watch: L'Atalante (1934), Pépé Le Moko (1937) (above), Lady Killer (1937), Grand Illusion
(1937), Port of Shadows (1938), La Bête Humaine (1938), Le Jour Se Lève (1939)
What did it influence? French directors from Godard to Bresson have drunk from the well of poetic
fatalism, but it crossed borders too. Italian neorealists like Luchino Visconti, who worked as assistant
director on two Renoir films, and Michelangelo Antonioni, who also worked with Renoir and served as
assistant director to Carné, were both inspired by their Gallic jaunts. Duvivier’s Pépé Le Moko,
meanwhile, lent amoral DNA to Graham Greene’s The Third Man, while its blend of grit and lyricism left
its mark on the likes of Terence Davies, Aki Kaurismaki and Steven Soderbergh.
Trivia: Pépé Le Moko received the ultimate accolade of a reference in a cartoon featuring stalky skunk
Pepe Le Pew.
What to say: “The unsung great of French cinema, Julien Duvivier was revered by Jean Renoir, Ingmar
Bergman and Orson Welles.”
What not to say: “Didn’t anyone have fog lights back then?”

3. ITALIAN NEOREALISM (1942-1951)

Key filmmakers: Luchino Visconti, Roberto Rossellini, Vittorio De Sica
What is it? A movement born both of mood and resources, Neorealism emerged at a time when the
former was one of disillusionment and the lack of the latter necessitated new levels of guile from its key
players. Italy’s main film studio, Cinecittà, had been bombed by the Allies – presumably after watching a
few of Mussolini’s fascist rom-coms – so directors like Roberto Rossellini and Vittorio De Sica took to the
streets, using available lighting, non-professional actors and minimal equipment to capture stories of
humble people scratching out a living in straits so dire you could put a headband on them and call them
‘Knopfler’.
Spearheaded by Luchino Visconti’s Ossessione, a James M. Cain crime thriller clad in the garb of a gutsy
character drama, the movement continued to bloom long after Benito Mussolini and his fascist goons
were gone and their censorship lifted. “Cinema is the most powerful weapon,” the fascists’ head of
propaganda had asserted, but the Neorealists, some affluent (Visconti) and some born in poverty (De
Sica), reforged it into a tool for social change by depicting the privations of Italian (and in Germany, Year
Zero, German) society. Their struggling, blue-collar heroes and heroines weren’t played by glamorous
movie stars but Bicycle Thieves’ Lamberto Maggiorani, a steelworker, and first-timer Antonio
Arcidiacono in La Terra Trema. Writers like Cesare Zavattini and Umberto Barbaro penned scripts with
heartache as a leitmotif.
Gradually the movement drifted apart as its key players embraced fantasy (De Sica’s Miracle In Milan)
and big historical canvasses (Visconti’s Senso), and a new voice, Federico Fellini, emerged to mix
comedy, escapism and drama into an intoxicating new cocktail with White Sheik and I Vitelloni. In a few
short years though, it left enduring classics that appear on any top ten you care to mention.

What to watch: Ossessione (1943), Rome, Open City (1945) (above), La Terra Trema (1948), Bicycle
Thieves (1948), Germany, Year Zero (1948), Umberto D. (1952)
What did it influence? Martin Scorsese, a maven of all things Italian cinema, is one of a small army of
great filmmakers with a debt to the movement. The nouvelle vague, cinéma vérité, the social realism of
Mike Leigh and Ken Loach, the Czech new wave, Satyajit Ray, Dogme… all took (and take) inspiration
from De Sica and co. In fact, there are few filmmakers entirely uninfluenced by the Neorealists. Michael
Bay, maybe.
Trivia: In Bicycle Thieves, the brand name on Antonio’s bicycle is ‘Fides’, Italian for ‘faith’. Irony, see?
What to say: “Neorealism was a blue-collar reaction to the so-called ‘white telephone’ films of the ‘30s.”
What not to say: “Have you seen Bicycle Thieves’ sequel: Segway Stealers?”
4. FRENCH NEW WAVE (1959-1964)

Key Filmmakers: Alain Resnais, Jean-Luc Godard, François Truffaut, Agnès Varda, Éric Rohmer, Claude
Chabrol, Jacques Rivette, Jacques Demy
What Is It? Fresh, funky and completely new, the filmmakers of the French New Wave – the ‘nouvelle
vague’ if you want to be all Gallic about it – were smart, experimental and, crucially, French. Inspired by
hardboiled American mavericks like Sam Fuller and Don Siegel, whose films they’d grown up on, they
rejected formalism and tradition in favour of a punky new ethos. Instead of the long takes of stylists like
Max Ophuls, the so-called “cinéma du papa” of the maligned René Clément or the theatricality of Marcel
Carné, Jean-Luc Godard, François Truffaut and their peers were egged on by fellow film writer André
Bazin and mainlined jolts of energy into their films with jump cuts, non-linear narratives, improvisation
and plain old-fashioned, devil-may-care cool. All of a sudden, film could be rap as well as poetry.
Godard and Truffaut are the figures most associated with it, but it was arguably their fellow Cahiers du
Cinema-er, Claude Chabrol, who kicked things off with his nouvelle vague-lite drama Le Beau Serge in
1958. From then on it was iconic moment after iconic moment. Think of Jean-Paul Belmondo’s fag-ash
fatalism and Jean Seberg’s woodsprite charm in Breathless; Jean-Pierre Léaud’s fourth-wall-shattering
defiance on the beach in The 400 Blows; the temporal mayhem of Last Year At Marienbad. Think cool
hats and defiant spirits. It wasn’t all pixie crops and t-shirts, though. Dividing across the Seine, Left Bank
directors like Alain Resnais and Chris Marker took a more consciously artistic approach with
experimental films like Hiroshima Mon Amour and La Jetée, as their cine-literate Cahiers peers were
tearing up the rulebook altogether.
What to watch: The 400 Blows (1959), Hiroshima Mon Amour (1959), Breathless (1960), Jules And Jim
(1962), Cléo From 5 To 7 (1962), Bande À Part (1964), Pierrot Le Fou (1965)
What did it influence? Any film movement prefixed by the word ‘new’ (New Hollywood, New German,
the Czech New Wave etc.) carries a debt to Godard and co., although John Cassavetes was blazing a
similar trail on the other side of the Atlantic in the late ‘50s. The enduring impact of the movement can
be felt in movies as diverse as The Life Aquatic (which quotes directly from Jules And Jim), Pulp Fiction
and The Conversation. It was also for the nouvelle vague filmmakers that American critic Andrew Sarris
coined the term “auteur theory” and the arguments over what it means and who it applies to haven’t
stopped since. Thanks Andrew.
Trivia: Quentin Tarantino’s production company, A Band Apart, is named after Godard’s Bande À Part.
What to say: “Chris Marker, Alain Resnais and Agnès Varda spearheaded the more studied, Rive
Gauche-style school of New Wave directors.”
What not to say: “Anyone got a copy of the script?”

5. CINEMA NOVO (1960-1972)

Key filmmakers: Glauber Rocha, Carlos Diegues, Ruy Guerra, Nelson Pereira dos Santos, Joaquim Pedro
de Andrade
What is it? A big feijoada stew of politics, raw cinematic verve and sheer Brazilian-ness, spiced with a
fair helping of agitprop fury, Cinema Novo probably won’t be to all modern tastes. Inspired by Italian
neorealism of Rossellini and De Sica, it blasted onto Brazil’s screens in the early 1960s with impassioned
social dramas and politicised directors to the fore. Key figures included Nelson Pereira dos Santos,
whose semi-documentary Rio 40° was a pre-tremor for the movement in 1955, Ruy Guerra and a
twentysomething firebrand by the name of Glauber Rocha. The latter’s penchant for a T-shirt friendly
slogan (“The artist's goal is to outrage,” he was fond of saying) translated into Black God, White Devil in
1964, a filmic fireball that featured murder, black magic, baby sacrifice, demented camerawork and a
whole mess of goats.
That schizo-edited drama was just one of the jabs Cinema Novo’s directors aimed at exploitative
landlords and uncaring bureaucrats. It came to epitomise what this first flaring of Latin America’s socalled Third Cinema would stand for: movies for the poor, marginalised and unrepresented of the urban
favelas and the sertão scrublands against the colonisers and ruling classes. From there, the movement
moved from its self-proclaimed “aesthetic of hunger” to a second and third phase that embraced the
Brazil’s relationship with tropicalia, kitsch and, thankfully, to a much lesser extent, cannibalism.
What to watch: Barren Lives (1963) (pictured top), Black God, White Devil (1964), The Guns (1964), The
Priest And The Girl (1966), Land In Anguish (1967), Antonio Das Mortes (1969), How Tasty Was My Little
Frenchman (1971)
What did it influence? Third Cinema directors in Latin America, including Argentines Fernando Solanas
and Octavio Getino, as well as filmmakers from further afield like Gillo Pontecorvo. His 1966 black-andwhite film The Battle of Algiers owes a lot to Rocha and co.
Trivia: Luis Buñuel, whose slum-set Los Olvidados has plenty in common with Cinema Novo, described
Black God, White Devil as “the most beautiful thing I have seen in a decade”.
What to say: “Uma câmera na mão e uma ideia na cabeça.” (“A camera in the hand and an idea in the
head.”)

What not to say: “7-1 to Germany, eh?”

6. GERMAN EXPRESSIONISM (1919-1926)

Key filmmakers: Fritz Lang, Robert Wiene, F. W. Murnau, Carl Boese
What is it? To say that Germany in the 1920s was not in the mood for a swathe of, say, jaunty stoner
comedies would be an understatement. The mood was sombre and the artists of the time were inspired
by the horrors of the trenches and the bitter aftermath of war. German Expressionist directors, like their
Dadaist counterparts in modern art, tapped into this fractured society to fill their films with equally
fractured characters, like Peter Lorre’s child-murdering M in, err, M and the cadaverous Cesare in The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. They were deposited in nightmarish urban worlds that spoke vividly to a nation
experiencing what trained professionals refer to as “a major downer”.
The talents of soldiers-turned-filmmakers like Robert Wiene and Fritz Lang were augmented by gifted
writers like Thea von Harbou (Metropolis, Destiny, M), cinematographer Karl Freund (The Golem,
Metropolis), set designers including Hermann Warm (Dr. Caligari, Destiny), and painters Walter Röhrig
and Walter Reimann (Dr. Caligari). From this pool of able men and women, and usually under the
umbrella of Berlin’s Ufa studios, strange new epics appeared boasting creepy, jagged, shadowy mise-enscènes. In fact, scènes had never before been, erm, mised quite so disturbingly as in F. W. Murnau’s
Dracula tale Nosferatu or Wiene’s Caligari, where canted camera angles, grotesque make-up and
cardboard cut-outs created a heightened expression of the country’s inner turmoil.
What to watch: The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1920) (pictured top), Phantom (1922), Dr. Mabuse The
Gambler (1922), Die Nibelungen (1924), Metropolis (1927), M (1931)
What did it influence? Expressionism virtually birthed the horror genre, beginning with the 1930s
Universal Monsters series. Since then, there’s been at least a drop or two of Expressionism’s dark elixir
in most great horrors, from Hitchcock’s Psycho to Tim Burton’s spooky creations (Danny DeVito’s
Penguin is Dr. Caligari, without the expensive medical training). Film noir, of which Lang was also a
notable exponent, borrowed from these shadowy, jarring cinescapes, like Expressionism’s light-fingered

half-brother. Modern sci-fis like Blade Runner, Dark City and The Matrix also carry the torch for one of
cinema’s most impactful eras.
Trivia: Metropolis’ 750 child extras were provided with cocoa and cake at 3pm every day on set.
What to say: “The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari features cinema’s first twist ending.”
What not to say: “Why does everyone have such long fingers?”

7. FREE CINEMA (1956-1959)

Key filmmakers: Lindsay Anderson, Karel Reisz, Tony Richardson, Lorenza Mazzetti
What is it? One for the documentary lovers out there, Free Cinema, like its French New Wave brethren,
emerged from a vibrant film mag culture to give British filmland a slap in the chops. Where Truffaut,
Godard and Chabrol had Cahiers du Cinéma, Lindsay Anderson, Tony Richardson and Karel Reisz wrote
for Sequence and the BFI’s house publication Sight & Sound. The trio, as well as new voices like Slade
School student Lorenza Mazzetti and film writer Gavin Lambert, railed against the nostalgic worldview of
John Grierson and his kin, as well as the one-eyed propaganda of the war years, with punchy docs that
homed in on the grit in England’s shoe: poverty. They wanted to show the country as it really was, and
used 16mm handheld cameras to get out onto the streets of Lambeth, Wood Green, Margate and other
working-class areas and do exactly that. The results, shorn of comforting voiceovers, could be grim but,
as Lambert pointed out of Anderson’s O Brother, their nightmares were “redeemed by the point of view
which is emphatically humane”.
Helpfully for a group needing a showcase for its work, Reisz was programmer at the National Film
Theatre. Thanks to some cunning booking, the NFT hosted six short documentaries seasons between
1956 and 1959 where bold viewers could witness works by the movement’s key players, as well as
exciting new foreign filmmakers such Roman Polanski, Claude Chabrol and François Truffaut. They
wouldn’t have been delayed long: Mazzetti’s Together was the longest of the films at a hardly bumnumbing 52 minutes, while Anderson’s O Dreamland and Richardson’s Momma Don't Allow clocked in at
12 and 22 minutes respectively. Together’s depiction of East End privation caused such a stir that
Mazzetti was twice ferried to the Panorama studies to discuss it on national TV.

What to watch: O Dreamland (1953), Together (1956), Every Day Except Christmas (1957), Nice Time
(1957), Momma Don't Allow (1955), We Are the Lambeth Boys (1958) (pictured top)
What did it influence? British New Wave and its Angry Young(ish) Men burst out of Free Cinema’s
anything-is-possible ethos like an energy surge. Richardson, Anderson and Reisz straddled both
movements and their DNA is also evident in the films of Ken Russell, Lynne Ramsay, Ken Loach, Shane
Meadows and Andrea Arnold, among many others.
Trivia: Lindsay Anderson and Lorenza Mazzetti jotted down Free Cinema’s manifesto on a table in The
Kitchen Soup Café on Charing Cross Road in January 1956.
What to say: “Perfection is not an aim.”
What not to say: “Free Cinema? Is that what it’s called when you pirate it?”

8. BRITISH NEW WAVE (1958-1963)

Key filmmakers: Tony Richardson, Karel Reisz, Jack Clayton, John Schlesinger, Lindsay Anderson
Sandwiched somewhere between the austerity '50s and the swinging '60s came the literary hellraisers
known as the Angry Young Men. The work of playwrights and authors like John Osborne and Alan Sillitoe
was leapt upon by a swathe of fiery filmmakers who raised the temperatures of moviegoers and censors
alike with unflattering depictions of class division and urban life. This cruel Britannia, bomb-damaged
and drained, was the heartland of a new wave that took Free Cinema’s baton and ran with it… well,
strode to the nearest pub with it, moodily puffing on a fag.
At the vanguard were Lindsay Anderson, Karel Reisz and Tony Richardson, three stalwarts of Free
Cinema, spearheading a style of filmmaking that was light on frills (don’t come here for nouvelle vague
frippery or jump cuts) but heavy on dramatic fireworks. It was a time when men were men, and usually
pretty grumpy with it. They were surly rebels like Arthur Seaton (Saturday Night and Sunday
Morning, pictured above), Jimmy Porter (Look Back in Anger), Colin Smith (The Loneliness of The Long
Distance Runner), gifted outsiders like Frank Machin (This Sporting Life) and dreamers, of whom Billy
Fisher (Billy Liar), was the dreamiest – Yorkshire’s answer to Walter Mitty. In a short burst, this unofficial

movement delivered a fistful of great dramas. A large proportion are well-established Brit classics;
others, like The L-Shaped Room (1963), are well worth searching out.
What to watch: Room at The Top (1959), Saturday Night and Sunday Morning (1960) (pictured top), A
Taste of Honey (1961), The Loneliness Of The Long Distance Runner (1962), Billy Liar (1963), This Sporting
Life (1963), Darling (1965)
What did it influence? Ken Loach’s Kes (1969) was arguably the last masterpiece of the Brit new wave.
Its influence can be felt strong in Shane Meadows' work, while Ricky Gervais and Stephen Merchant’s
debut film Cemetery Junction was an homage to Saturday Night and Sunday Morning.
Trivia: The term ‘kitchen-sink realism’ had its genesis in British artist John Bratby’s portrait of a humble
sink.
What to say: “Whatever people say I am, that's what I'm not. (Arthur Seaton, Saturday Night and
Sunday Morning)
What not to say: “I get that he was lonely, I just don’t understand why he didn’t join a running club.”

9. DOCUMENTARY FILM MOVEMENT (1929-1950)

What is it? If the Empire Marketing Board (no relation) was still around, it’d probably be turning out
lovingly-crafted documentaries charting a day in the life of Honey Monster or following Mr. Muscle into
action against another nasty spillage. Back then, the EMB, an official cheerleader for Britain’s stillpowerful empire, focused a filmmaking arm run by pioneering documentarian John Grierson on the graft
of herring fishermen in the North Sea, tea pickers in Sri Lanka and the overnight caboose carrying mail
around Blighty. It was a time when upper lips were stiff and pride in imperial commerce was
everywhere, but while these were often fairly uncritical looks at Britain’s ‘commonwealth of nations’,
Grierson and his acolytes, men like Harry Watt, Basil Wright and Humphrey Jennings, pushed filmmaking
in all sorts of interesting new directions.
When the EMB ditched the Don of the documentary and his team from its balance sheet in 1933, the
Post Office’s GPO Film Unit stepped in. This posse of mostly middle-class men (Grierson was a
philosophy grad) went on to turn in new types of narrative films, like Night Mail, a kind of Brylcreemed

Unstoppable, that combined Benjamin Britten’s music, W. H. Auden’s lyricism and future Ealing director
Alberto Cavalcanti’s sound into a dreamlike marvel of steam and stoicism on the railways. The latter was
tested by the war, when the GPO Film Unit, with Grierson, Watt and surrealist painter Humphrey
Jennings, brought their skills to bear as propagandists.
What to watch: Drifters (1929), The Song Of Ceylon (1934) (pictured top), Weather Forecast (1934),
Night Mail (1936), Target For Tonight (1941), Fires Were Started (1943)
What did it influence? While Grierson’s rep has somewhat faded (“When people ask if my influence was
John Grierson,” Errol Morris told Empire, “the answer is no”), Jennings’ legacy has been acknowledged
by directors from Lindsay Anderson to Kevin Macdonald.
Trivia: Grierson helped foster female directors, including his own sisters, Marion and Ruby.
What to say: “These films are more British than a police constable with a Victoria sponge on his head.”
What not to say: “Is there a Night Email too?”

10. JAPANESE NEW WAVE (1960-1975)

Key filmmakers: Nagisa Oshima, Shohei Imamura, Kiju Yoshida, Susumu Hani, Seijun Suzuki
What is it? The French weren’t the only ones with a ‘60s new wave. In Japan, the Nuberu Bagu, a
fractured movement spurred on by social turmoil, brought yakuza, criminal antiheroes and all manner of
subversion to the big screen. For a decade and a bit Japanese cinema entered its own realm of the
senses. The more austere stylings of Ozu and Mizoguchi fell out of vogue as directors like Nagisa
Oshima, Susumu Hani and Shohei Imamura, nonplussed by their country’s cosying up to US, rejected the
old ways – formal framing, historical tales and traditional characters – in favour of stories filled with
delinquent youths, lurid sexual expression and broken societies.
In other words, anyone who’d found Floating Weeds a little short on erect penises and bloody gang
violence was in for a treat. These bold cinematic visions didn’t always come easily to the screen,
however. Nuberu Bagu filmmakers originated within film studios – unlike their European brethren – but
still met resistance and censorship. Works like Kiju Yoshida’s Escape from Japan suffered extensive cuts

and Oshima’s satire Night and Fog in Japan was shelved when a politician was assassinated shortly after
its release.
The wave began to break in the early ‘70s as the studio system deteriorated and funding became scarce.
Its main bellwethers headed off in search of various pursuits: Shinoda returned to more conventional
filmmaking, Imamura revisited documentaries, and Oshima looked abroad.

What to watch: Naked Youth (1960), Bad Boys (1961), She and He (1963), The Pornographers (1966),
Death by Hanging (1968) (pictured above), Diary Of A Shinjuku Thief (1969), Eros Plus Massacre (1970)
(pictured top)
What did it influence? The new wave inspired a whole generation of directors within Japan and its
influence is still felt overseas. Seijun Suzuki’s Tokyo Drifter informs Nicolas Winding Refn’s work, while
Branded to Kill left its stamp on Quentin Tarantino’s visual style.
Trivia: Heavily censored in Japan, In the Realm of the Senses’ celluloid had to be developed in France.
What to say: “What is obscene is what is hidden.” (Nagisa Oshima)
What not to say: “Feel like watching In the Realm of the Senses, gran?”

11. CINÉMA DU LOOK (1980 – 1991)

Key filmmakers: Jean-Jacques Beineix, Luc Besson, Leos Carax
What is it? Like an ‘80s techno riff on poetic realism, Cinéma Du Look located the exact midway point
between Max Ophüls and Max Headroom in an often electrifying decade of French cinema. Its trinity of
directors, Jean-Jacques Beineix, Luc Besson, Leos Carax, turned out punky visions of a French
underground (literally, in the case of Besson’s Subway) filled with pop promo visuals, skittish electro
scores by Eric Serra and others, and a lovelorn fatalism strangely reminiscent of Marcel Carné and Jean
Vigo. The oddball romances between Christophe Lambert’s puckish Métro-dweller and Isabelle Adjani’s
mysterious siren in Subway, Juliette Binoche and Denis Lavant in Carax’s Mauvais Sang, or even Anne
Parillaud and her civvy boyfriend (Jean-Hugues Anglade) in Nikita betray the romantics behind the
explosions, shoot-outs and amazing-bizarro visuals. Brainy types would point out that the political
regime of François Mitterrand sunk the country into the kind of funk that so often breeds exciting art.
We’d just point out that Nikita features several political types getting whacked.
The movement blew out like a candle flame as Besson headed to Hollywood, Beineix turned to
documentaries and Carax went to ground, only resurfacing with Pola X in 1999.
What to watch: Diva (1981), The Last Battle (1983), Boy Meets Girl (1984), Subway (1985), Mauvais
Sang (1986), Nikita (1990) (pictured top), Les Amants Du Pont-Neuf (1991)
What did it influence? Michael Mann’s nightscapes share a high-gloss aesthetic with Cinéma Du Look
films. Pop indie filmmakers like Tom Tykwer and Doug Liman have dipped into its box of editing tricks to
frizz up urban flicks like Run Lola Run and Go.
Trivia: Denis Lavant injured his thumb tying his shoelace on the set of Les Amants Du Pont-Neuf causing
filming to be suspended.
What to say: “It is up to industry to adapt to art, and not art to adapt to industry.” (Jean-Jacques
Beineix)
What not to say: “I love that one with Bridget Fonda.”

12. CZECH NEW WAVE (1962-1968)

Key filmmakers: Jaromil Jires, Jan Nemec, Milos Forman, Vera Chytilova, Ivan Passer, Jiri Menzel, Jan
Kadar
What is it? Not so much a formal movement as a loose collective of filmmakers with a passion for taking
the piss out of communists, the Czech New Wave put plenty of noses out of joint on the greyer side of
the Iron Curtain. Its tart and often hilarious takes on the fumbling regimes of the time emerged
from Prague’s famed FAMU film school, which turned out gifted directors galore. When one of them, Jiri
Menzel (‘Jiri Dazeem’, if you’re John Travolta), claimed the Oscar for Best Foreign Film in 1967 with his
comic masterpiece Closely Watched Trains, they were suddenly a force on the world stage too. Like
many of his peers’ films, Menzel’s bildungsroman took its inspiration from Czech literature. He adapted
novelist Bohumil Hrabal’s tale of a young railway worker in World War II into a wistful comic classic in
the best tradition of great coming-of-age films, with unrequited love, sexy nurses and foiled Nazis
galore.
Satirical in an equally sly way, Milos Forman and Ivan Passer’s The Fireman’s Ball was a communist roast
so spiky, it was banned by the ruling regime forever. As the Prague Spring fomented resistance to Soviet
occupation, Forman – who would head to Hollywood in 1971 and later win Oscars for One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest and Amadeus – could be found at Barrandov Studios working alongside Passer, Menzel,
Ivan Kadar and Vera Chytilova (the so-called “first lady of Czech cinema”) to define the country’s cinema.
Then, of course, the Soviets put a stop to all that by banning their films. It being extremely hard to argue
with a man in a tank, the movement petered out in the early 1970s.

What to watch: Loves of A Blonde (1965) (pictured above), The Shop on Main Street (1965), Closely
Watched Trains (1967) (pictured top), The Fireman’s Ball (1967)
What did it influence? Ken Loach, among others. He picked Closely Observed Trains as the film he’d
most want to share with future generations.
Trivia: Kirk Douglas sent Milos Forman a copy of Ken Kesey’s One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest in 1966. It
was confiscated by Czech customs. Forman finally made it a decade later.
What to say: “Communism was like living in fear that was boring.” (Milos Forman)
What not to say: “Fancy a signed copy of Das Kapital?”

13. DOGME95 (1995-2005)

Key filmmakers: Lars von Trier, Thomas Vinterberg, Kristian Levring, Søren Kragh-Jacobsen, Lone
Scherfig

What is it? Officially 30-odd films strong, and not all from its homeland of Denmark (Spring Breakers’
Harmony Korine got in on the act), Dogme95 came with its own vow of chastity. The idea was to
distance its filmmakers from the promiscuous types rampaging about Hollywood with their special
effects and their bombastic scores. Lars von Trier kicked things off on the balcony of Paris’s Odéon
Theatre by scattering hundreds of red flyers on which were inscribed a ten-point manifesto bashed out
in less than an hour with Thomas Vinterberg’s help:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Filming must be done on location. Props and sets must not be brought in
Music must not be used unless it occurs within the scene being filmed
The camera must be hand-held; filming must take place where the action takes place
The film must be in colour. No special lighting
Optical work and filters are forbidden
No superficial action (No murders, weapons, etc.)
No temporal or geographical alienation
No genre movies
The aspect ratio must be 4:3, not widescreen
The director must not be credited

Danish production companies Nimbus and von Trier’s Zentropa funded the movement’s austerely shot
but regular confronting visions (do not, under any circumstances, attempt to try The Idiots-style
“spazzing”), until the dogmesecretariat officially disbanded it in 2005. “It was always meant to be a
wave,” said Vinterberg. “And they don't go on forever.”
What to watch: Festen (1995) (pictured top), The Idiots (1998), Mifune’s Last Song (1999), The King Is
Alive (2000), Italian For Beginners (2000)
What did it influence? Bernard Rose introduced his own version of the Dogme’s chastity vow on
Ivansxtc, while Donnie Darko’s Richard Kelly, Mike Figgis and Michael Winterbottom have all shared the
movement’s pared-down style.
Trivia: Lars von Trier added the ‘von’ to his name at film school.
What to say: “Dogme was over the night Festen opened in 1998, because it was no longer dangerous,
no longer innocent, no longer a revolt.” (Thomas Vinterberg)
What not to say: “I love Dogme! Marley & Me is one of my favourite movies.”

14. THE POLISH SCHOOL (1955-1963)

Key filmmakers: Andrzej Wajda, Roman Polanski, Jerzy Skolimowski, Wojciech Has, Andrzej Munk
What is it? Some movie movements are unofficial, loose and at best the product of a few filmmakers
who might not even be Facebook friends. Not so the Polish School. This was a tight-knit group of film
grads who emerged from the famous Lodz Film School in the late ‘50s. They’d gathered in the school’s
rectorate building to watch American and European films that had been allowed into the country after
Khrushchev’s post-Stalin thaw, and those influences are visible in works that addressed the scars of war
and repression with stylish elan, like jazz musicians playing a requiem mass.
They worked together as graduates too. Jerzy Skolimowski and Roman Polanski collaborated on Knife in
The Water, Skolimowski and Andrzej Wajda on Innocent Sorcerers, and they had each had been
bereaved by the war: Wadja’s father had been killed by the Russians, Skolimowski’s by the Germans,
while Roman Polanski’s mother was murdered in Auschwitz. Their films, while differing in focus
(Polanski’s interest was psychology, Wajda’s identity), shared a flair that would make the movement’s
name outside Poland. Tragedy struck in 1961 when Andrzej Munk was killed driving back from Auschwitz
where he was filming Passenger.

What to watch: A Generation (1954), Kanal (1956), Ashes and Diamonds (1958) (pictured above),
Farewells (1958), Innocent Sorcerers (1960), Knife in The Water (1962), Passenger (1963) (pictured top)
What did it influence? The so-called Polish ‘cinema of moral anxiety’ – a fun-loving bunch – emerged
from Lodz with names like Krzysztof Kieslowski, Krzysztof Zanussi and Agnieszka Holland to the fore.
Polanski, of course, conquered Hollywood in the ‘70s.
Trivia: Polish sunglasses’ sales soared on the back of Zbigniew Cybulski’s look in Ashes and Diamonds.
What to say: “Kanal is the Empire Strikes Back of Andrzej Wajda’s war trilogy.”
What not to say: “Let’s go sailing with a hitchhiker!”

15. L.A. REBELLION (1967-1991)

Key filmmakers: Charles Burnett, Zeinabu irene Davis, Larry Clark, Ben Caldwell, Julie Dash, Billy
Woodberry
What is it? While Empire’s alma mater produced Timmy Mallett, that bloke off Changing Rooms and
2011’s runner-up in The Great Guernsey Bake Off, UCLA’s honour role boasts an entire film movement.
The big show-offs. In the late ‘60s, juiced up on the explosive momentum of the Civil Rights Movement
and with LA’s Watts Riots still burning out, the uni turned out African-American filmmakers with things
to say and a skilled way of saying them. Its greatest legacy, Charles Burnett’s poignant Killer of Sheep,
was the work of a few weekends and cost $10,000 (or one bajillionth of a Transformers 4), bringing a
naturalistic depiction of family life and blue-collar labour in the suburbs of Watts. At the heart of it was
Vietnam veteran Henry Gayle Sanders, quiet yet towering as abattoir worker Stan.
There were plenty of other potent dramas to come – Billy Woodberry’s Bless Their Little Hearts charted
a struggling couple’s efforts to keep their marriage and family together – to broaden black America’s
voices in cinema away from the blaxploitation flicks of the ‘70s and towards the Spike Lee / John
Singleton-fueled renaissance of the 1980s. “The blaxploitation directors were interested in themselves
and in money,” Burnett told The Telegraph, “[but] we were always arguing about how to change the
way Americans saw black people.” Music played a key role in their films, with jazzy and soul
soundtracking its urban. Killer of Sheep daringly mixed Etta James, Rachmaninov and Earth, Wind and

Fire, while Passing Through was a bebop tour de force thanks to John Coltrane and Charlie Parker. The
former didn’t find mainstream distribution due to issues over those musical rights, but was recently
given a richly-deserved 35mm restoration. *
What to watch: As Above, So Below (1973), Killer of Sheep (1977) (pictured top), Passing Through
(1977), Bless Their Little Hearts (1984), To Sleep with Anger (1990)
What did it influence? Killer of Sheep’s impact on US indie cinema is profound (David Gordon Green
even sent Burnett a copy of his debut feature George Washington to acknowledge influence). The
movement as a whole was a vital springboard for African-American filmmakers to get up and running.
Trivia: Burnett submitted Killer of Sheep as his UCLA thesis. We think he probably passed.
What to say: “Charles Burnett is the nation’s least-known great filmmaker and most gifted black
director.” (The New York Times)
What not to say: “Baaa!”

16. NEW GERMAN CINEMA (1968-1982)

Key filmmakers: Rainer Werner Fassbinder (pictured above), Werner Herzog, Alexander Kluge, Volker
Schlöndorff, Helma Sanders-Brahms, Hans-Jürgen Syberberg, Margarethe von Trotta, Wim Wenders
What is it? New German Cinema or ‘Neuer Deutscher Film’ (or ‘Das Sexy Fassbinder Ones with The
Ladies Und der Boobies’) emerged like a sapling from the country’s moribund postwar film industry.
Culturally the country, still 20 years from farewelling Lenin, was at a low ebb. The Red Army Faction was
spreading terror, the nation split down the middle and Western rock stars were soon polishing off
Berlin’s heroin supplies. Into this void, like an answer to West German cineastes’ prayers, came three
greats: Rainer Werner Fassbinder, Werner Herzog and Wim Wenders, as well as a phalanx of other
talents that included female directors like Helma Sanders-Brahms and Margarethe von Trotta. They took
1962’s Oberhausen Manifesto, a call to arms by 26 disillusioned German filmmakers, as their
springboard, parlaying its unofficial mantra “Papa’s Kino ist tot” (“Papa’s cinema is dead”) into brainbending new visions of what cinema could be when its creators really set their minds to it. Don’t believe
us? Just check out the greatest Man vs Monkey scene in cinema.

Their ambitions were only matched by their productivity during an incredible ten years in German
cinema. When Herzog wasn’t thinking about hauling steamboats around South America, he was striking
up sparky relationships with Bruno Schleinstein, a street musician better known as Bruno S., and the
often barely-hinged Klaus Kinski. While Herzog was exploring man’s inner essence – the beast inside – in
Aguirre, Heart of Glass and The Enigma of Kaspar Hauser, Fassbinder dwelt on his capacity for artifice
and elaborate parlour games (The Bitter Tears of Petra Von Kant, Fox and His Friends) and Wenders
headed for the open road that would eventually lead to Paris, Texas.
What to watch: Aguirre, Wrath of God (1972), The Bitter Tears of Petra Von Kant (1972), Alice In The
Cities (1974), Fear Eats The Soul (1974), The Lost Honour of Katharina Blum (1975), The Enigma of
Kaspar Hauser (1974), The Marriage Of Maria Braun (1979), Nosferatu the Vampyre (1979), The Tin
Drum (1979), Berlin Alexanderplatz (1980)
What did it influence? The death of the prolific Fassbinder in 1982 after a drug overdose robbed the
movement of its prime mover, but he left his mark on young American film lovers like Richard Linklater
and Quentin Tarantino. Also, about a million pretentious students.
Trivia: Krautrockers Can recorded the soundtrack for Wim Wenders’ Alice In the Cities in less than a day.
What to say: “The old film is dead. We believe in the new one.” (The Oberhausen Manifesto)
What not to say: “Why don’t you just sail the boat round the hill?”

17. NEW QUEER CINEMA (1990-1995)

Key filmmakers: Todd Haynes, Derek Jarman, Jennie Livingston, Tom Kalin
What is it? Coined by Sight & Sound writer and film professor B. Ruby Rich, the term ‘New Queer
Cinema’ suggests that there was an Old Queer Cinema too. And there was. The groundwork had been
laid for bold new voices in gay cinema like Derek Jarman, Todd Haynes and Tom Kalin by Kenneth Anger
(Scorpio Rising), Jan Oxenberg (A Comedy in Six Unnatural Acts), Gus Van Sant (Mala Noche) and Bill
Sherwood. The latter’s AIDS-haunted romcom Parting Glances, which offered Steve Buscemi his first
major film role, was a breakthrough for gay cinema. It was set around New York’s vibrant LGBT scene

and dealt with the disease with humour and the kind of unblinking honesty that would characterise
much of this unofficial movement.
There was no Forrest Gump-style coyness in tackling the AIDS epidemic, but neither did Sherwood’s
heirs fill their films with tragedy and heartache. There were more parties than funerals. Key movies
include Todd Haynes’ three-stranded Poison, Gregg Araki’s nihilistic road pic The Living End and Tom
Kalin’s Swoon which followed Hitchcock’s Rope in capturing murderous yuppies Leopold and Loeb on
film. These films were low-budget, often black-and-white affairs with small casts and minimal locations –
Mumblecore without the mumbling – and didn’t aim to justify, varnish or in any way.
What to watch: Paris Is Burning (1990) (pictured top), Young Soul Rebels (1991), The Hours and Times
(1991), The Living End (1992), Swoon (1992)
What did it influence? Paris Is Burning brought voguing to the attention of Madonna and a million drunk
wedding dancefloors. More importantly, New Queer Cinema helped push gay culture towards the
mainstream (or vice versa) and get films with LGBT themes financed. Kimberly Peirce’s Boys Don't Cry,
Andrew Haigh’s Weekend and Roland Emmerich’s upcoming Stonewall all owe it a debt.
Trivia: With his last words, Derek Jarman was reported to have wished the world “be filled with white
fluffy duckies”.
What to say: “New Queer Cinema produced complex work that didn't simply create new gay heroes as
subjects. It dealt with the politics of representation, it ventured into transgressive themes [and]
challenged simple ideas about victimhood and subjugation” – Todd Haynes.
What not to say: “I like Scorpio Rising but I prefer the sequel, The Scorpio King.”

18. AUSTRALIAN NEW WAVE (1975-1985)

Key filmmakers: Bruce Beresford, Phillip Noyce, Gillian Armstrong, George Miller, Fred Schepisi, Peter
Weir

What is it? If the Aussie new wave kicked off with a kinda-horror set amid Australia’s tinnie-drinking
Homo Ockerus (the startling Wake in Fright), the movement wasn’t all about utes, wifebeaters and
bloke culture. Directors like Bruce Beresford, his beery creation Barry McKenzie apart, and grads from
the newly established Australian Film, Television and Radio School like Phillip Noyce, Gillian Armstrong
and Chris Noonan mainlined the film industry down under with energy and talent. The more-or-less
permanent sunshine enabled them to shoot in God’s own country using God’s own arc light. There was
no trademark style – some, like Peter Weir, plumped for impressionistic landscapes, others opted for
dust-caked realism – and the settings varied from out-there sci-fi dystopias (Mad Max) to Ben Hecht-like
newsrooms (Newsfront) to the suffocating conformity of a 19th century girls’ boarding school (Picnic at
Hanging Rock). The country that adopted cinema as early as 1900, three years before Edwin S. Porter’s
The Great Train Robbery, was back with a bang.
If you’ve seen George Miller’s Mad Max: Fury Road you’ll have a flavour for what Aussie cinema looked
like in the late ’70s (minus the CGI and Max Rockatansky tied to the front of a truck). It could be raw,
sophisticated, character-driven and spectacular, and was often in the space of the same two hours.
Between 1970 and 1985 the Australian film industry turned out 400 films, often taking inspiration from
writers like Thomas Keneally (The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith), Joan Lindsay (Picnic at Hanging Rock)
and Gabrielle Carey and Kathy Lette (Puberty Blues or ‘Pubes’ as it was known), making waves overseas
and scoring openings for actors like Mel Gibson, Sam Neill, Judy Davis and Jacki Weaver in Hollywood.
What to watch: Wake in Fright (1971), The Cars That Ate Paris (1974), Picnic at Hanging Rock (1975),
Don’s Party (1976), The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith (1978), Newsfront (1978), Mad Max (1979), Breaker
Morant (1980), Puberty Blues (1981), Gallipoli (1981)
What did it influence? Mad Max has been a touchpoint for future sci-fis from Waterworld to The
Terminator, while the grimy DNA of Ozploitation flicks like Wake in Fright has bled into Wolf Creek and
others.
Trivia: Mad Max, shot for just $400,000 using funds George Miller raised working as a doctor, held the
highest cost-to-profit ratio until Blair Witch 20 years later.
What to say: “Great Aussie cinematographers like Dean Semler and Russell Boyd made glorious
paintings with available light.”
What not to say: “G’day Sheila, fancy lunch on that strange rock over there?”

19. SOVIET MONTAGE (1924-1935)

Key filmmakers: Sergei Eisenstein, Lev Kuleshov
What is it? Even if you’ve never seen a 1920s Russian film (what have you been doing with your life?),
you’ll still have noticed one of the most recognisable editing techniques in film history: the montage. It
all kicked off when Russian director-cum-theorist Lev Kuleshov realised that an actor’s expression wasn’t
enough to convey a specific idea, therefore juxtaposed images must. Cue the so-called ‘Kuleshov Effect’.
The director intercut shots of faces with related images to generate an emotional response in his
spectators. It was a new style of editing that spurned capitalism by going against the smooth, romantic
editing prolific at the time and generally stirred up the creative juices of directors everywhere. Sergei
Eisenstein’s work (Battleship Potemkin, most famously) was inspired by Kuleshov and refused to
spoonfeed audiences, cutting between random imagery to make viewers decipher an idea or feeling.
This jarring style was also used as a medium through which to ‘educate’ the working classes. As such his
films rarely focused on one protagonist alone. The hero here was ‘the people’ and many of the film’s
leading characters weren’t given names in an aim to unify the main players.
This technique changed the way film integrated time and space and evolved into the ‘montage’ we
know today and that is seen so much throughout cinema history. Citizen Kane, Rocky, Scarface and
Commando all use montages, if in a slightly less intensive form than its Russian creators intended.
What to watch: Strike (1924), Battleship Potemkin (1925) (pictured top), October (Ten Days That Shook
the World) (1927), The Man with The Movie Camera (1929)
What did it influence? Eisenstein has been homaged relentless, most memorably by Brian De Palma
in The Untouchables’ Union Station scene, while virtually every montage in cinema bears the influence
of this Soviet movement to a greater or lesser extent. Well, maybe not this one.
Trivia: Sergei Eisenstein used haiku to teach his montage techniques to students.
What to Say: “Now why should the cinema follow the forms of theater and painting rather than the
methodology of language, which allows wholly new concepts of ideas to arise from the combination of
two concrete denotations of two concrete objects?” (Sergei Eisenstein)
What Not to Say: “You sunk my battleship!”

20. DIRECT CINEMA (1958-1962)

Key filmmakers: Robert Drew, Richard Leacock, D.A. Pennebaker, Albert Maysles, David Maysles
What is it? Mirroring similar movements in France and Canada, the US Direct Cinema movement saw
Life magazine journalist Robert Drew import ideas around photojournalism into cinema. Forming The
Drew Associates with Richard Leacock, D.A. Pennebaker, Albert Maysles, David Maysles, the group made
a trio of politically charged documentaries — best of the bunch: Primary, about the 1960 Presidential
campaign — that sought to record the action without interference. Critical in this respect was the
advent of lightweight portable cameras (chiefly the Arriflex) and the development of synchronous sound
(chiefly the Nagra) that allowed a small team of filmmakers to move quickly. “My goal was to capture
life in the raw,” said Drew. “My idea was to have one or two people, unobtrusive, capturing the
moment.”
Direct Cinema is often described as the US equivalent of the French movement known as Cinéma Vérité.
While the 1960 French film Chronicle of a Summer is an important stepping stone towards Direct
Cinema, the two terms are not inter-changeable. Both involve hand-held imagery, the sense of real life
unfolding and an interest in social themes but Cinéma Vérité sees the filmmaker interact with the
subject whereas the goal of Direct Cinema is to be completely unobtrusive, the presence of the camera
not altering the outcome of events.
What to watch: Primary (1960), Crisis: Behind A Presidential Commitment (1963), The Chair (1963),
Don’t Look Back (1967) (pictured top), Gimme Shelter (1970)
What did it influence? Direct Cinema was a key progenitor of the fly-on-the-wall format that has
dominated documentary — particularly on British TV — for years (although Direct Cinema is without
commentary or talking heads). The shaky camerawork, long takes, lo-tech feel and over-exposed stock
have creeped into mainstream fiction, from the found footage horror of The Blair Witch Project and
Cloverfield to the faux documentary comedy of The Office and Curb Your Enthusiasm.
Trivia: Documentarian D.A. Pennebaker is a distant relative of Marlon Brando. Brando was also the star
of the Maysles Brothers’ documentary Meeting Marlon Brando.

What to say: “The Hollywood film is an escape of one sort or another. But our films make it damn near
impossible to escape. We’re interested in what you can’t escape from and presenting it” (Albert
Maysles)
What not to say: “Is it a bit like TOWIE?”

21. MUMBLECORE (2002 -)

Key filmmakers: Andrew Bujalski, Lynn Shelton, Mark Duplass, Jay Duplass, Lena Dunham, Joe Swanberg
What is it? Mumblecore is the shy, diffident, Billy-no-mates cousin of the American indie scene. Taking
its cue from Jim Jarmusch’s Stranger Than Paradise, Richard Linklater’s Before Sunrise and in particular
Claudia Weill’s little seen Girlfriends — the story of a single woman struggling her way through the New
York art scene is a key Mumblecore plot staple — Mumblecore is built around an aesthetic of naturalism
in storytelling (they are mostly character studies of twentysomething hipsters), performance and
production value. Budgets are microscopic — Joe Swanberg made a feature for $3000 — and there is a
laissez-faire attitude to audible dialogue. The directors also regularly cast each other in their own work.
The Godfather of Mumblecore is Andrew Bujalski — his first film Funny Ha Ha is cited as the
movement’s opening salvo — but characteristically he denies the existence of any movement. It was
Bujalski’s sound editor Eric Masunaga who coined the term in a bar at the South by Southwest film
festival and Bujalski “made the mistake” of spilling it to a journo. Few movements have coined so many
synonyms. Mumblecore is also known as “bedhead cinema” and “slackavetes” (a fusion of Linklater’s
Slacker and US indie pioneer John Cassavetes) while the filmmakers are collectively known as
“mumblecorps”.
What to watch: Funny Ha Ha (2002) (pictured top), Hannah Takes the Stairs (2007), In Search of a
Midnight Kiss (2008), Humpday (2009), Tiny Furniture (2009), Your Sister’s Sister (2011), Frances Ha
(2012), Drinking Buddies (2013)
What did it influence? HBO is riffing on the Mumblecore vibe with Girls and Looking. The movement has
also developed a horror off-shoot — see Baghead (2008), Entrance (2011) — known as Mumblegore.

Trivia: Making Hannah Takes the Stairs, Swanberg and the entire cast and crew lived in the same
apartment they shot the movie in.
What to say: “I would be insane if I got out of bed one morning and said, ‘I’m gonna make a
Mumblecore movie’. I wouldn’t even know how to.” (Andrew Bujalski)
What not to say: “I get that they’re not actors: boy, do I get that!” (Kevin Kline).

22. THE MOVIE BRATS (LATE 1960s -1980)

Key filmmakers: Francis Ford Coppola, George Lucas, John Milius, Brian De Palma, Steven Spielberg, Paul
Schrader
What is it? Contained within a broader wave of filmmakers (Dennis Hopper, Arthur Penn, Robert
Altman, Hal Ashby, Peter Bogdanovich) storming the barricades of Hollywood following the demise of
the studio system in the late ‘60s, the Movie Brats, so named in a seminal study by Michael Pye and
Linda Myles, were generally younger and more facially hairy than their counterparts. They were the first
generation of filmmakers who hadn’t come through the system or via theatre, novels or television;
instead they had learned film as film. Raised on watching movies on TV from an early age, they had
learned their craft at film school — Coppola at UCLA, Lucas and Milius at USC, Scorsese at NYU and De
Palma at Columbia, whereas Spielberg created his own movie curriculum by making films from 11 — and
as such were both technically proficient — listen out for the dense use of sound in the films of Coppola
and Lucas — and steeped in film lore. The Movie Brats films are choc-a-bloc with allusions to other films,
be it Hitchcock (De Palma), Kurosawa (Milius) and Walt Disney (Spielberg). The level of referencing in
Scorsese’s New York, New York makes QT look like a dilettante.
There were a number of links criss-crossing the group. They not only shared the most talented artisans
(screenwriter Paul Schrader, editor Marcia Lucas, sound designer Walter Murch and composer John
Williams share credits across the group) but also actively worked on each other’s films: Lucas shot
second unit for Coppola’s The Godfather, Spielberg made suggestions on the editing of the final reel of
Scorsese’s Taxi Driver and pretty much the whole gang weighed in on Lucas’ rough cut of Star Wars (it
was De Palma who helped Lucas rewrite the opening crawl). They also swapped profit participation

points in their movies meaning they would receive a percentage of the gross. Lucas and Spielberg and
Milius swapped points for Star Wars, and Close Encounters of The Third Kind — a fair trade. However,
when the pair brought John Milius in on the action with the flop Big Wednesday, the act of friendship
didn’t lead to riches.
What to watch: The Godfather (1972), American Graffiti (1973), Mean Streets (1973), The Conversation
(1974), Jaws (1975), Taxi Driver (1976), Star Wars (1977), Close Encounters Of The Third Kind (1977),
New York, New York (1977), Big Wednesday (1978).
What did it influence? Spielberg and Lucas have changed popular cinema as we know it, ushering a
whole era of blockbuster. The work of Quentin Tarantino, Paul Thomas Anderson and Danny Boyle
would have not been possible without the likes of Scorsese. And Sofia Coppola would literally never
have existed without Francis Coppola.
Trivia: In the early ‘70s, Steven Spielberg and Brian De Palma once borrowed new fangled mobile
phones from the studio and called a couple of girls while standing outside the laydeez apartment —
then knocked on the front door...
What to say: “Movies are my religion.” (Martin Scorsese)
What not to say: “You gotta love St. Elmo’s Fire.”

